Abstract-Higher sensor throughput has increased the demand for cyberinfrastructure, requiring those unfamiliar with large database management to acquire new skills or outsource. Some have called this shift from sensor-limited data collection the "data deluge." As an alternative, we propose that the deluge is the result of sensor control software failing to keep pace with hardware capabilities. Rather than exploit the potential of powerful embedded operating systems and construct intelligent sensor networks that harvest higher quality data, the old paradigm (i.e. collect everything) is still dominant. To mitigate the deluge, we present an adaptive sampling algorithm based on the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem. We calibrate the algorithm for both data reduction and increased sampling over "hot moments," which we define as periods of elevated signal activity, deviating from previous works which have emphasized adaptive sampling for data compression via minimization of signal reconstruction error. Under the feature extraction concept, samples drawn from userdefined events carry greater importance and effective control requires the researcher to describe the context of events in the form of both an identification heuristic (for calibration) and a real-time sampling model. This event-driven approach is important when observation is focused on intermittent dynamics. In our case study application, we develop a heuristic to identify hot moments from historical data and use it to train and evaluate the adaptive model in an offline analysis using soil moisture data. Results indicate the adaptive model is superior to uniform sampling, capable of extracting 20% to 100% more samples during hot moments at equivalent levels of overall efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
Thanks to advances in sensor technology, the scientific community can now harvest exceedingly high volumes of data. In the environmental sciences, for example, we currently enjoy wireless sensing devices that are both relatively inexpensive and convenient to program, deploy, and scale. The result is an amazing platform for discovery.
Sensor improvements have also been accompanied by what many are calling the "data deluge." [1] and [2] have characterized this disruption as a shift from sensor-limited data collection to a deep reliance on cyberinfrastructure and information technology skills for data management and processing. Broadening this characterization, we propose that sensor control has not kept up with advancements in sensor throughput. As a consequence, there is a sizeable gap between hardware and software capabilities. We claim further that this gap is contributing to cyberinfrastructure growing pains and preventing the full potential of big data for science from being realized. Given the processing power and sophistication of embedded operating systems commonly found on sensors, we believe this gap can be narrowed significantly.
Effective utilization of big data will surely require advancement across a spectrum of technologies as well as the adoption of information technology skills into unfamiliar domains. In addition to these changes and in support of the conclusions set forth by [2] , there is also a clear need for intelligent sensing, where tasks such as quality assurance/control can be efficiently distributed and network assets (field sensors, aggregators, communication gateways) can interact with each other to improve the overall representative quality of samples. Given the breadth of data sources and the variety of research disciplines involved in big data, as well as the perpetually ad hoc nature of defining representative features, the data deluge represents an immense opportunity for model builders from many different backgrounds to add value through the development of sensor control algorithms.
We present one such model for sensor control based on adaptive sampling, where "adaptive" means the time between samples varies in response to some key feature. The feature of interest in this paper is the "hot moment," a term borrowed from environmental literature, such as [3] - [5] , and generalized to define periods of elevated signal activity. Previous works, including the Nyquist-Shannon implementation described by [6] , have generally focused on calibrating adaptive models such that signal reconstruction error is minimized. We deemphasize reconstruction error in favor of feature extraction, illustrating a subtle but important difference from adaptive sampling for data compression. Under the feature extraction concept, samples drawn from user-defined events carry greater importance. Effective control requires the researcher to describe the context of events in the form of both an identification heuristic (for calibration) and a real-time sampling model. As a demonstration of this approach, we implement a hot moment heuristic and use it to calibrate the adaptive model over soil moisture data. Results indicate substantially increased sampling during precipitation-drainage events relative to uniform sampling models of equivalent efficiency.
A. Literature
Adaptive sampling models generally operate by using past observations to predict forward dynamics, which can then be used as the basis for control decisions that maximize sampling objectives. [7] introduce several state space models (nonlinear extrapolation, linear prediction filters) that use local observations to adjust sampling rate, achieving lower levels of distortion at equivalent average sampling rates relative to uniform schemes. [6] present a model based on NyquistShannon sampling combined with changepoint detection to minimize oversteering. Their results show similar efficiency and reconstruction error improvements, reducing volume by up to 79% versus uniform sampling.
In addition to updating the window of observation, an adaptive model can also be designed around a prediction-error feedback loop. Given the multitude of time series prediction and error estimation models available from statistics, machine learning, electrical engineering and so on, these models constitute a large family. [8] present this general framework with an example implementation using simple linear prediction and rule-based error thresholds. As the prediction error increases beyond the defined threshold, the control logic decreases the sample period. Conversely, low prediction error results in increased sample periods, reflecting the model's ability to sufficiently approximate the underlying signal. [9] use Kalman filtering for error feedback control; results further support the advantages of adaptive over uniform sampling with respect to resource conservation and representation of the underlying signal (again, measured using reconstruction error).
[10] employ a Box-Jenkins statistical approach to model state for a wireless sensor network. Their model tracks both a state estimate and a confidence level for the estimate. Samples with high confidence estimates are skipped, yielding a reduction in sample volume of up to 49%.
The difference between our approach and the aforementioned is in the motive that drives adaptive sampling rate changes. Compared to [7] - [10] , our model does not adapt in order to better predict the signal's trajectory, but rather adapts to increase sampling during events. While the particular approach we will describe shares theory common to the work of [6] , our direction ignores reconstruction error and instead focuses on feature extraction, incorporating human-defined event context. Such an event-driven approach is important when observation is focused on understanding intermittent dynamics, such as rainfall.
II. METHODOLOGY
The core of the proposed adaptive sampling framework -its implementation, calibration, and evaluation -is built on the discrete Fourier transform (DFT). DFT enables algorithmic implementation of both the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem (Section II-A) and the hot moment identification heuristic (Sections II-C2 and II-D).
The adaptive model is evaluated in terms of economy and representative quality, described in Section II-C. As defined, these two objectives generally work against each other: higher efficiency reduces the overall number of samples, which in turn can reduce the quality of event definition. To evaluate parameter sets relative to one another, we use the concept of Pareto efficiency (Section II-E). 
A. The Nyquist-Shannon Sampling Theorem
The Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem defines a minimum bound on the sampling rate required to reconstruct the original signal. Paraphrasing [11] , the theorem states that for a signal composed of no frequencies greater than f max , we can perfectly reconstruct the signal with rate greater than 2f max . This bound is commonly referred to as the Nyquist rate, denoted f N [12] . However, in practice, data are often non-stationary and subject to error. Additionally, the power spectrum is determined numerically by DFT and is subject to machine error. Consequently, determining f max is nontrivial. To accommodate these realities, the implementation excludes noisy frequencies though thresholding and keeps observations local with a rolling window.
As an example, consider Fig. 1 in which a signal has been constructed from a basis of seven unique sinusoids (angular frequencies ranging from 1 to 7, inclusive) over a window of 264 seconds. Random noise has been added to reflect those inevitable errors and random perturbations that make their way into the stream.
In Fig. 2 , the resulting power spectrum using DFT is shown. A very low threshold , in this case equal to 0.01, is drawn parallel to the bottom axis to filter out the higher frequencies induced by noise. By excluding frequencies with power less than , a denoised basis is observable. The highest frequency, f max , is seven cycles per window, which is the correct dimensionality of the basis. Following the theorem, the Nyquist rate is therefore 14 cycles, implying an upper bound on the sampling period of 264 14 seconds. While this rate fails to capture idiosyncrasies induced by noise, it is effective at representing the underlying basis sinusoids to such a degree that the denoised signal can be reconstructed. 
B. Adaptive Sampling Model
The proposed adaptive sampling model, described in Fig.  3 , uses the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem to vary the time between samples. Fig. 3 describes the implementation using local observations. With each sample, a sparse sampling window with fixed width ω (measured in time) is updated. Unsampled times during the window are approximated with linear interpolation, allowing power spectrum calculation and determination of the Nyquist rate.
Other implementations are possible and may prove advantageous depending on use. [6] include a cumulative sum changepoint detection scheme in their application to snowpack vibration. Their rate is similarly calculated by way of the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem, but changes to the rate are only instituted if the estimated Nyquist rate consistently deviates beyond a defined stable region. Such a scheme may help conserve additional energy in high frequency observation scenarios.
C. Measuring Performance of a Sampler
We measure sampling model performance in terms of economy and sample set quality. Economy, or alternatively efficiency, is a function of sampling frequency and has implications on resource consumption (energy, computation, bandwidth). To represent economy, we use the sampling fraction, described below using the definition provided by [6] . Our metric for quality is defined by the hot moment sampling fraction, described below. 1) Sampling Fraction: Given a historical dataset of size N , a sampler draws M ≤ N samples. [6] defined the ratio M/N as the sampling fraction. We modify the metric slightly as
2) Hot Moment Sampling Fraction: The quality of a sample set is more abstract than its economy. Previous works, such as [6] , [7] , and [9] , have relied on metrics for reconstruction error to serve as proxies for quality. Under such schemes, drawn samples are used to estimate the signal value at missing times, from which an error statistic is then generated. [6] , for example, define reconstruction error as the "mean relative error", a function of the absolute differences between linearly interpolated and actual signal values.
Reconstruction error as a quality metric reflects adaptive sampling being used as a tool for data compression. The primary objective of this work is to use adaptive sampling to increase rate during hot moments. As an alternative, we use the hot moment sampling fraction. Suppose we are given a heuristic capable of detecting a hot moment's signature from historical data. If the heuristic detects N samples occurring during hot moments (using the method described in Section II-D) and our sampler captures M ≤ N of them, then we define the hot moment sampling fraction as the ratio M /N .
D. Total Signal Power
Digital signal processing provides several useful techniques for analyzing the characteristics of streams, such as DFT and wavelet analysis. In this research, we use total signal power, which is the area under the power spectrum, to automate identification of hot moments. The heuristic calculates power over a rolling window of fixed width and produces a relative activity indicator. The indicator, combined with ad hoc rules, can be tailored and used to select hot moments from large datasets where visual identification would be impractical or inconsistent.
E. Comparing Samplers with Pareto Frontiers
Given the two dimensions of performance, a multi-objective approach is used to calibrate the adaptive model. For each parameter set, both performance metrics given in Section II-C are calculated. Models are then ranked according to Pareto optimality and a frontier is constructed. Recalling the definition, a Pareto frontier as a family of parameterizations such that no point can be more optimal in any dimension without sacrificing optimality in another dimension. Following this, a single point in the frontier is the best performance possible in a single dimension, holding all other dimensions fixed.
III. CASE STUDY -SOIL MOISTURE SENSOR CONTROL
An off-line analysis of historical soil moisture data was used to evaluate the adaptive model. The goal was to increase sampling during precipitation-drainage events and to conserve resources during dry spells. Data are described in Section III-A. In Section III-B, the hot moment heuristic is defined. Following calibration in Section III-C, the adaptive model is tested in Section III-D. Sensitivity analysis of the heuristic is discussed in Section III-E
A. Data
The Energy Biosciences Institute provided data from a sensor located on the South Farms of the University of Illinois during 2009. The series was generated using 15-minute uniform sampling from 1300 on March 22 to 2345 on May 13, resulting in 5020 sample times. The sensor, which is located in a switchgrass field, measures volumetric soil moisture at five centimeters depth. The complete series is shown in the upper portion of Fig. 4 . For model calibration & validation, the data were divided into training and testing sets. The training set extends from the beginning of the historical period to 0400 April 7 (inclusive) and contains 1500 samples. Testing was performed over the remaining historical data. 
B. Hot Moment Heuristic
A heuristic was constructed to identify storm onset and the drainage period. The first step was to calculate the signal power over a four-hour rolling window, displayed in the lower portion of Fig. 4 . Four hours was chosen arbitrarily; parameter sensitivity is discussed in Section III-E. Statistics were then generated and used to set a threshold to discriminate high signal power hot moments. The specific threshold used was the sample mean plus one standard deviation.
Onset of a hot moment was defined by instant signal power crossed above the threshold. Duration of a hot moment was defined to be 24 hours, based on a very rough approximation provided by [13] of the time required for bulk excess soil moisture to drain. In the event of a signal crossing above the threshold during the drainage period, as occurred near sample index 3000, the duration is extended. Using this approach, 11 hot moments were isolated from the data and are represented by the shaded bars in the upper portion of Fig 4. This heuristic represents but one possible implementation to aid in the identification of hot moments. Alternative methods, such as other rule-based filters or the tracking of proxy measurements provided by less resource limited sensors, are likely viable, but were not considered in this research for the sake of emphasis on the broader framework.
C. Model Calibration
Calibration of the adaptive model depends on two parameters: the observation window width, ω, and the NyquistShannon noise threshold, . A grid search was performed. Due to the historical data's 15 minute uniform sampling period, ω was given a lower bound of 30 minutes. The maximum window size considered was two days. The grid size was constant at 15 minutes, yielding 95 possible values.
Determination of is more difficult due to the small scale and sensitivity of the sampling theorem. As increases, higher frequencies are excluded and the Nyquist rate decreases (the to 0.0036 and allowed for 500 values.
For comparison, uniform sampling with period from 15 minutes to two days was implemented. Both models were evaluated with respect to sampling fraction and hot moment sampling fraction. Resulting Pareto frontiers are shown in Fig.  5 . Over training data, the adaptive model is Pareto superior relative to uniform sampling for all but extreme sampling fractions. At the highest levels of efficiency, the uniform model shows superiority, likely due to restrictions on the adaptive model's parameter space. At low levels of efficiency, models display equivalent behavior, as expected. The adaptive model achieves a near perfect hot moment sampling out to 40% sampling fraction.
D. Testing Set Performance
Eight parameterizations from the training set Pareto frontier were tested. The parameter sets along with model performance over both datasets are shown in Table I . Testing set Pareto frontiers are shown in Fig. 6 .
Testing results indicate that, at non-degenerate efficiency levels, adaptive sampling achieves a substantially higher hot moment sampling fraction than uniform sampling. Performance of the adaptive model relative to uniform sampling is shown in Fig. 7 for both training and testing sets. The adaptive sampling model has a relative performance peak between 66.6% and 80% sampling fraction for both the training and testing sets. In testing, the peak is approximately 20% less. However, the advantage of adaptive sampling at extracting hot samples remains substantial.
To illustrate the difference between adaptive and uniform sampling, we examine samples taken over the hot moment starting at sample index 3661 and ending at index 3772, which corresponds to the 9 th shaded region depicted in the upper portion of Fig. 4 . Using parameters corresponding to 80% sampling fraction over training data, the sample sets are Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 for the uniform and adaptive models, respectively.
In Fig. 8 , uniform sampling produces a steady stream of samples 75 minutes a part, immune to hot moments. The adaptive model, with ω equal to 10.0 hours and fixed at 7.41 × 10 −7 , responds to hot moment onset by increasing sample rate. The resulting sample density during the hot moment for the adaptive model is 190% that of the uniform model. There is also a decrease in sampling during the calm period prior to hot moment onset. 
E. Sensitivity Analysis of the Heuristic
The hot moment heuristic is based on a practical, yet extremely variable, domain-specific estimate of the time required for soil moisture to decay to field capacity. This fuzzy definition is in line with the nature of heuristics. If the Pareto efficiencies implied by the results are sensitive to parameters used to define the heuristic, then the value of this approach would be questionable. To better gauge the robustness of the heuristic, a rudimentary sensitivity analysis was conducted on the three parameters: rolling window width, event threshold, and hot moment duration.
1) Rolling Window of Observation: The length of the rolling window was originally chosen to be 4 hours. A range of alternatives were examined from one hour to 24 hours. The hot moments identified did not vary by any substantial degree.
2) Event Threshold: In the lower portion of Fig. 4 , we see that high signal power events are characterized by a large spike at onset followed by a cluster of low power events. We assume these lower values are associated with rapid drainage and/or additional storm fronts passing over a highly saturated field. Lowering (raising) the event threshold results in more (less) hot signals. Using the mean signal power plus one standard deviation as shown previously, 11 hot moments were identified. As a test of sensitivity to this threshold, the calibration/evaluation process was repeated for threshold equal to the mean plus two standard deviations and for threshold equal to the mean. The number of hot moments identified varied as expected, but the resulting Pareto optimality of the adaptive model relative to uniform sampling was unchanged and the degree of optimality was not significantly different.
The generally large magnitude of signal power spikes at hot moment onset decreases the framework's sensitivity to this parameter.
3) Hot Moment Duration: Duration of a hot moment was chosen based on the estimate provided by [13] . From the upper portion of Fig. 4 , we observe that soil moisture continues to decay long after the hot moment has concluded. For most all events, the concept of a stable field capacity seems unlikely. When duration is lengthened (shortened), the number of events decreases (increases). A range of durations from 12 to 36 hours were considered and relative performance of the adaptive model with respect to uniform sampling was not substantially altered.
F. Reconstruction Error
The Pareto optimal parameter sets detailed in Fig. 6 and Table I were analyzed with respect to reconstruction error. As a cost function, the root mean square error resulting from linear interpolation was calculated for eight parameter sets and compared to uniform sampling. As shown in Fig.  10 , reconstruction error generally increases with efficiency level, reflecting the larger average gap between samples. Differing from the relative hot moment sampling performance, the adaptive model underperforms uniform sampling. This suggests that training for improved hot moment sampling does not transfer to low reconstruction error. The difference in performance, given the favorable results found by [6] using a similar algorithm, supports the underlying claim that these two metrics (hot moment sampling and reconstruction error) are unique approaches to measuring quality.
IV. CONCLUSION
Previous literature has established adaptive sampling as an effective method for data compression measured by reconstruction error. In this paper, we used adaptive sampling to decrease data volume and increase knowledge about critical domain events by increasing sampling during "hot moments," defined as periods of elevated signal activity. The adaptive model used is based on the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem. To identify "hot moments," a heuristic was developed based on total signal power. In the case study application, offline adaptive control was implemented for a soil moisture sensor and compared with uniform sampling. Evaluated over test data, the adaptive model was able to extract up to approximately 100% more samples during hot moments. Viewed Fig. 10 . Evaluation over testing set with respect to reconstruction error in conjunction with research by [6] , results indicate adaptive sampling based on the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem is a robust method for sensor control when information value is a key criterion in addition to reducing data volume.
A. Future Research
In the context of big data and opportunities for upsetting the "collect everything" paradigm, the adaptive sampling method described in this research is a valuable sensor control strategy. However, it is not fully understood how this strategy scales and what additional information can be obtained from doing so. For example, if applied to a large group of sensors monitoring a region of interest, adaptive sampling as described may provide information with spatial relevance. Specifically, the spatial structure of the Nyquist rate may help identify locations of elevated signal activity, or "hot spots." The existence of such a model would enable resource allocation in both temporal and spatial dimensions, turning parts of the network on and off as needed to maximize sample quality. Integration of local and regional models with global scale information, such as weather prediction models, would allow for even greater optimization. The topology of this network is described in Fig. 11 and introduces the concept of multi-scale networks, which have been better formalized by [14] and [15] . In these networks, agents operate at different scales (spatial, temporal, computational) and allocate resources (energy, bandwidth, data) in order to achieve a higher level of representation. The field of computational mechanism design, as described by [16] , offers insights into the control for multi-agent systems. Using techniques borrowed from economics and game theory, an ambitious goal is to shift the sensor networks from a data collector into an organic, evolving model of the underlying system. This shift encourages the development of alternative heuristics and indicators capable of describing the complexities and nuance of information gathered by multi-scale networks. 
